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Guiding Principles
Our Context for Partnering with Commercial Firms
CLEAR LINK TO MISSION
PATH’s collaborations with private-sector
companies must lead to positive impact on
availability, accessibility, and affordability of
important health products for public health
programs in developing countries.

RECOGNITION OF PRIVATE-SECTOR NEEDS
In collaborating with a private-sector
company, PATH must recognize the
company’s need for commercial benefit in
order to ensure a sustainable commitment to
the collaboration.

Guiding Principles
Our Context for Partnering
CLEAR DEFINITION OF ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND EXPECTATIONS
In all collaborations, the relationship between PATH and the private-sector company
must be clearly defined through an appropriate written document or agreement.

TRANSPARENT COLLABORATION
As a publicly funded organization, PATH must maintain a level of transparency in its
collaborations with the private sector.

APPROPRIATE SELECTION OF COLLABORATORS
Because the success of any collaboration depends on the selection of a good partner,
PATH must conduct a thorough assessment before entering into a formal collaboration
with a company.

APPROPRIATE MANAGEMENT OF RISK
PATH must carefully assess and manage both the broad institutional risks as well as the
specific project risks when collaborating with a private-sector company.

Guiding Principles
Our Context for Partnering
DISSEMINATION OF RESULTS
As a publicly funded organization, PATH has a fundamental obligation to ensure
dissemination of the results of its private-sector collaborations.

AWARENESS OF POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
In all collaborations with private-sector companies, PATH must carefully asses the
potential for both perceived and real conflicts of interest at both the institutional and
individual staff member level.

ENSURING HIGH STANDARDS OF QUALITY AND ETHICS
PATH must ensure that all collaborative research, product development, and introduction
activities meet the highest standards of safety, quality, and integrity.

WHAT PATH BRINGS
• Expertise in developing
country health systems
• Presence in poor countries
• Ability to strengthen clinical
trial capacity
• Financial support
• Technical expertise
• Strategic relationships
• Intellectual property

Mutual benefit

Mutually beneficial, collaborative partnerships

WHAT PARTNERS BRING
• Expertise in product
development
• Scientific and technical
capacity
• Intellectual property
• Manufacturing facilities &
equipment
• Large-scale distribution
systems
• Market-based approach
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Making products affordable
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Impact requires scale
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Ensuring product supply
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Partnering Agreements:
Critical Terms

Research chains, supply chains

Managing intellectual property
¾

Supply and price concessions in lieu of royalties

¾

Access to IP if supply/pricing commitments aren’t met

Drivers of partnership diversity
State of Science or Technology
Intellectual Property
Time to Market
Clarity of Market
Distribution System Readiness
Partnership Complexity

Less risk, more certainty

More risk, less certainty

Case: Japanese Encephalitis Vaccine




Background


Efforts to control vector, the Culex mosquito, have been
ineffective



Inactivated vaccine exists, but cost out of reach for
public sector programs; millions of children at risk



Chengdu Institute of Biological Products had
manufactured improved vaccine to protect over 200
million children in China over a 20-year period

Goal


Ensure equitable access to a safe, efficacious vaccine

Case: Japanese Encephalitis Vaccine
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Case: Japanese Encephalitis Vaccine


Partnership terms


CDIBP caps public-sector price until 2026 for lowincome countries; gains access to international
markets



PATH builds evidence base for use by collecting data
required for country-by-country licensure and eventually
for WHO prequalification



Collaboration supports construction of new facility to
ensure sufficient, sustainable, and affordable supply.
PATH provides technical assistance to confirm that
equipment, installation and production meet global
standards

Summary Thoughts


There are no magic formulas for “the right”
partnership deal with commercial firms



Partnership success optimized when
partners remain aligned over the long haul—
seek out and nurture alignment, not just
“the best deal”

